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Disable FaceTime Now! Bug Lets Callers
Snoop On You Without Permission

A serious Apple iOS bug has been discovered that allows FaceTime users to access the
microphone and front facing camera of who they are calling even if the person does not
answer the call. To use this bug, a caller would FaceTime another person who has an iOS
device and before the recipient answers, add themselves as an additional contact to Group
FaceTime. This will cause the microphone of the person you are calling to turn on and allow
the caller to listen to what is happening in the room. Even worse, if the person that is being
called presses the power button to mute the FaceTime call, the front facing camera would turn
on as well.
What this means, is if someone is calling you on FaceTime, they could be listening and seeing
what you are doing without you even knowing. In the meantime, Apple has apparently disabled
the Group Facetime feature entirely, preferring to inflict a service outage than to leave the
exploitable privacy hole gaping open. For those who are rightfully concerned about this bug,
suggestion is that you disable FaceTime immediately until Apple releases a patch. Otherwise,
people can not only listen in on what you are doing, but in some cases also see what you are
doing. This could allow people to take compromising videos and audio without your
knowledge.
Read More on BleepingComputers
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Kindred Group in brief
Kindred is one of the largest online gambling companies in the world with over 24 million
customers across 100 markets. We offer pre-game and live Sports betting, Poker, Casino and
Games through 11 brands across our markets. We are committed to offer our customers the
best deal and user experience possible, while ensuring a safe and fair gambling environment.
Kindred is a pioneer in the online gambling industry and as an innovation driven company that
builds on trust.
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